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1 The　establishment　of　Capitulations
　Foreign　residents　living　in　a　country　are　in　principle　subject　to　its　ter－
ritorial　jurisdiction，　and，　therefore，　to　its　judicial　jurisdiction．　From　the
early　19th　century　on，　states　in　the　Orient，　under　the　treaties　which　they
concluded　with　Western　states，　allowed　western　residents　immune　from　the
local　jurisdiction　but　subject　only　to　the　jurisdiction　of　their　own　countries．
This　is　what　is　called　Capitulations　in　international　law．
　The　word℃apitulation’，　it　is　said，　originally　comes　from　the　Capitulation
system　of　the　ancient　society．　Levantine　Capitulation　in　the　ancient　period
was　a　beneficial　gift　a　sovereign　gave　its　subjects；Capitulation　of　those
days　referred　to‘Caput’meaning　a　head，　chief　or　principal，　who　was　to
grant　perm1SSlon・
　　So－called　Capitulations　in　a　treaty　concluded　between　Western　states　and
Eastern　states　are　a　matter　of　agreement　between　sovereigns　mainly　to
mutually　protect　one’s　own　interests　and　subjects　within　the　other’s　ter－
ritory．　Capitulations　had　a　different　origin　from　the　ancient　system，　but
it　does　not　mean　that　the　ancient　system　of　Capitulations　had　no　impact
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on　Capitulations　of　modern　times．　The　concepts　of　temporary　residence，
trade，　freedom　from　local　jurisdiction，　freedom　of　religion　and　of　residenとe
were　a　heritage　of　the　ancient　system．　Therefore，　it　is　not　strange　that
some　scholars　called　Capitulations　in　the　Turkey　and　the　Parisian　Empires
‘Capituratory　regimes’．
　　The　concepts　of　extraterritoriality　and　of　Caputulations　are　som．eties　con－
fused　with　each　other．　Capitulations　developed　due　to　the　lack　of　trust　of
State　A　in　the　application　of　law　in　State　B；so　it　does　not　purport　that
Capitulations　entitled　State　A　to　ignore　Iaw　in　State　B．　It　only　means　that
should　a　person　from　State　A　become　defendant　in　court　in　State　B，　the
person　would　have　to　go　to　a　consular　court　instead　which　would　apply　the
law　of　State　A．
　　Capitulations　seems　to　have　developed　from　various　sources．　In　Mideast－
ern　states　the　practice　was　established　of　granting　caput　to　western　mer－
chantmen　to　entrust　a　dispute　within　the　group　to　the　head　of　the　group　for
settlement．　As　trade　between　the　Middleast　and　the　West　greatly　expanded
with　the　number　of　merchants　increasing，　disputes　multiplied　year　by　year
in　the　period　following　Crusade．　This　led　to　Mideastern　states　modifying
the　beneficial　system　which　they　had　unilaterally　granted　Western　mer－
chants．　In　Syria　in　particular，　a　commercial　court　consisting　of　Christians
and　Syrians，　one　Baliff　and　six　assistants，　was　established．　Merchants　of
any　nationality　were　allowed　to　file　a　suit　to　the　court　which　had　jurisdiction
over　any　commercial　disputes．　The　court　applied　rules　accepted　as　custom
of　commerce　in　the　Mediterranean　and　Mideastern　areas　as　law（1）．
　This　kind　of　court，　however，　was　somewhat　different　from　Capitulations
in　Turkey　and　other　states　in　the　Orient，　thought　it　was　a　harbinger　of
Mixed　Tribunals　which　developed　in　Egypt　later．
　The　Franco－Turkey　Treaty　of　1528　is　said　to　be　the　first　treaty　that　in－
cluded　provisions　of　Capitulations．　The　treaty，　whose　main　purpose　was　to
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protect　trade　and　commercial　interests　between　the　parties，　stipulated　that
French　Consul　had　jurisdiction　over　French　merchants．　The　transfer　of　ju－
risdiction　from　Turkey　to　France　was，　it　is　said，　not　based　on　a　request　from
the　French　side，　unlike　rnany　other　treaties　concluded　in　the　19th　century
between　Western　and　Eastern　states．（2）
　　The　Franco－Turkey　Treaty　of　1535　prohibited　explicitly，　under　Articles
4and　5，　intervention　by　Turkish　authorities　into　a　case，　whether　ci；vil　or
crimina1．　Under　the　treaty，　French　had　an　obligation　to　prosecute　its　nation－
als　primarily　to　Sublime　Portraitures，　or　Turkish　Government，　in　criminal
cases，　but　ultimately　Principal　Lieutenants，　or　Consuls　would　have　juris－
diction　over　such　cases．　The　treaty　was　revised　in　1569，1581，1597，1604，
1673and　1740．　French　jurisdiction　was　expanded　in　each　revision．（3）This
system　was　abolished　by　agreement　between　the　two　parties　in　August　1924：
it　lasted　for　four　centuries．
　Amercantile　marine　led　by　British　merchant，　Anthony　Jenkinson，　was
granted　concession，　if　not　a　form　of　treaty，　by　Turkish　Sultan　to　trade
under　the　French　banner．　A　similar　concession　was　granted　by　Persian
Tahmasp　to　another　British　mercantile　marine，　Muscovy．　The　two　mercan－
tile　marines　thus　became　protected　under　the　jurisdiction　of　French　consul．
This　was　a　harbinger　of‘proteges’，　which　means　that　even　a　national　of　a
third　state　can　be　protected　under　the　consular　jurisdiction　if　registered　in
the　consulate；this　led　to‘proteges　Hereditaires’，　the　evil　influence　of　which
was　that　they　were　immune　from　all　the　jurisdictions　of　the　state　of　their
residence　even　if　the　state　of　their　nationality　did　not　have　capitulatory　re－
lation　with　the　state．（4）Under　the　Treaty　of　Commerce　concluded　between
Britain　and　Turkey　in．July，1884，　British　merchants　were　allowed　to　file　a
suit　on　commercial　disputes　when　disputed　between　British　nationals（Arti－
cle　7）：it　did　not　include　any　provision　concerning　a　dispute　between　British
and　Turkish　nationals・Therefore　this　provision　did　not　require　the　submis一
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sion　of　a　dispute　to　Consular　Court．　In　this　point　it　was　similar　to　grant
of　capitulation　by　Shar　Safi　of　Persia　to　Dutch　people，　under　the　Treaty
of　l623，　Article　140f　which　stipulated：“Dutch　nationals　breaching　or　vio－
lating　law　shall　not　be　under　the　jurisdictiont　of　any　court　of　the　Persian
Empire；according　to　the　circumstancest　of　the　case，　the　person　shall　be
punished　by　the　chief　in　an　appropriate　way”，　and　grant　of　capitulation　by
Shar　Safi　to　England　in　1929，　Article　100f　which　provided　that“punish－
ment　of　a　criminal　of　either　nationality　of　the　parties　shall　be　carried　by　a
representative　or　minister．”These　are　a　harbinger　of　Capitulations　of　late
years．　Since　Ancient　Law　or　Land　Law　were　applied　to　settle　disputes，　it
could　be　characterized　by　a　unilaterally　granted　benefit．（5）
　　The　Anglo－Turkish　treaty　was　revised　in　1603，1606，1624，1641　and　1662．
It　was　the　Treaty　of　1627　in　which　capitulations　was　explicitly　provided．
Article　240f　the　treaty　stipulated：“All　suits　involving　British　nationals
cannot　be　heard　and　passed　sentence　for　without　the　presence　of　British
Minister　or　Consul．”Article　33　stipulated：“Turkey　sha11　not　intervene　to　a
case　of　manslaughter　or　else．　Article　42　provided：“Turkish　authorities　and
British　Minister　or　Consul　shall　meet　to　decide　what　measures　to　take．”（6）
　These　provisions　were　based　on　request　from　the　British　side．　The　fact
shows　that　Turkey　did　not　consider　granting　these　rights　unfavorable　to
itself．　The　idea　of　Capitulations　system　which　Mideastern　states　had　de・
veloped　since　ancient　times　still　persisted　those　days．　These　grant　of　ca－
pitulation　were　reconfirmed　in　the　Angle－Turkish　Tr’?≠狽凵@of　1809，　Article　4，
and　lasted　until　they　were　abolished　in　August，1924．
　Under　the　Russo－Persian　Treaty　of　Commerce　provided：“Civil　disputes
between　Russian　nationals　shall　be　tried　by　Russian　Mission　or　ConsuL
Under　the　Russian　law　which　disputes　between　Russians　and　Persians　shall
be　tried　and　passed　sentences　for　in　the　presence　of　Hakim　and　Consul．
The　sentences　shall　be　final　but　if　circumstances　require，　a　sentence　shall
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be　handed　down　for　in　Defter　in　the　presence　of　representatives　of　both
parties”（Article　7）．　As　for　criminal　cases　the　treaty　provided：“Russian
Consul　shall　have　jurisdiction　over　crimes　between　Russian　nationals．　Only
if　it　is　a　crime　between　a　Russian　national　and　a　third　state　national，　and
is　di伍cult　to　obtain　evidences　of　the　commission　by　the　national　of　a　third
state，　or　in　case　a　Russian　national　is　directly　accused　of，　Russian　district
courts　can　pass　a　sentence　in　the　presence　of　Russian　Mission　or　Consul”
（Article　8）．　Since　it　provided　that“if　a　crime　committed　by　a　Russian
national　cannot　be　ascertained，　the　case　sha11　be　transferred　to　Russian
Consul　or　Agent　for　trial．　The　Russian　national　for　whom　sentences　was
given　shall　be　extradited　to　Russian　where　he　shall　be　punished　under　the
criminal　law”，　it．should　be　noted　that　in　criminal　cases　Persian　law　was
primarily　to　be　applied，　while　the　Russo－Turkish　Treaty　did　not　include
such　a　provision．（7）
　Thus，　Mideastern　states　like　Turkey　and　Persia，　concluded　treaties　which
included　provisions　of　capitulations　with　western　states，　and　they　revised
them　in　the　course　of　history．　Under　of　the　Turco－American　Treaty　of
Commerce　of　l803（Article　4），　Turkey　accepted　on－site　trials　in　commercial
and　civil　disputes，　and　accepted　American　consular　jurisdiction　in　criminal
cases．（8）The　American－Muscat　Treaty　of　Friendship　and　Cσmmerce　of　1833
provided：“Consul　shall　be　the　exclusive　judges　of　all　disputes　or　suits　where
in　American　citizens　shall　be　engaged　with　each　other”（Article　9）．　Consular
jurisdiction　was　thus　approved，　but　in　practice　no　consular　courts　exercised
it・（9）
　In　the　Persian－American　Treaty　of　Friendship　and　Commerce　of　1856，　dis－
putes　between　Turkey　and　American　nationals，　it　stipulated，“shall　be　filed
to　Persian　Court　in　the　area　in　which　American　Consu1　resided，　and　shall　be
tried　with　Equity”；“disputes　between　Persian　and　American　nationals　shall
be　under　the　jurisdiction　of　American　Consul　and　American　law　shall　be
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applied　to　the　case”；‘‘disputes　between　American　nationals．and　nationals
of　a　third　state　shal1　be　subject　to　sentence　or　mediation　by　related　Consul”
（Article　5）．　What　is　noteworthy　of　this　treaty　is　that　it　included　provisions
of　mutuaIity，　which　provided：“In　criminal　cases，　nationaIs　of　one　party　to
the　treaty　shall’be　immune　from　the　jurisdiction　of　the　other　party，　and　be
given　most－favored－nation　treatment”（Article　5）．（10）
　Likewise，　each　of　treaties　of　commerce　concluded　between　Western　states
and　Mideastern　states　included　a　similar　clause　of　capitulations，　though　the
provisions　varied　in　specific　points．　In　the　18th・century，　European　states
obtained　consular　jurisdiction　from　’all　the　state　in　which　their　nationals
resided　in；they　enj　oyed　the　same　right　under　the‘Protege’system　mentioned
above　in　relation　td　a　Mideastern　state　which　they　did　not　conclude’any
treaty．』In　the　early　19th　century，　America，　Brazil　and　Mexico　concluded
treaties　with　a　similar　provision，　while　Western　states　inserted　a　similar．
provision　into　a　treaty　with　other　Mideastern　and　African　states　such　as
Algers，　Morocco，・Tripoli，　Tunis，　Muscat，　Zanzibar，　Syria，　Congo，　Ethiopia
and　Madagascar．（il）．
　It　was　natural　that　into　treaties　between　Eastern　and　Western　states　in－
serted　provisions　of　this　syStem．　Some　treaties　were　concluded　as　a　result　of
war，1ike　ones　forced　upon　China：the　Nanj　ing　Treaty　of　1824　first　provided
capitulations　and　the　Tientsin　Treaty　o．f　1858　extended　it．　Even　if　a　treaty
is　a　forced　one，　to　grant　foreign　consu1’s　jurisdiction　over　its　nationals　was
based　on　free　decision　by　China．．Chinese　merchants　in　An’ang　and　Tonkin
were　granted　a　kind　of　extraterritoriality　in　civil　cases，　though　such　cases
were　very　few．　It　is　well－known　that　in　the　17th　century　Japan　granted
Western　powers　the　same　kind　of　right．
　This　system　which　Mideastern　states　had　accepted　since　the　16th　century
was　introduced　to　China　and　Japan　and　Korea　in　the　19th　century　by　way
of　Persia，　Oman　and　Siam．　It　should　be　noted　that　Capitulations，　originally
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come　out　of　an　interchange　of　different　cultures，　become　provided　with　each
other　between　Eastern　or　Mideastern　states　in　．．the　latter　half　of　the　19th　l
century．　The　only　reason　lies　in　the　difference　of　judicial　system．　They
treaty　concluded　between　Japan　and　China　as．a　result　of　the　Sino・Japanese
War・provided：“Chineset　nationals　residing　in　Japan．shall　be　accept　the
jurisdiction　of　Japan，　which　Japanese　nationals　residing　in　China　shal1、　be
subject　to　the　consular　jurisdiction　of　Japan．”　Thus，　Capitulations　were
not　only　seen　between　Western　and　Mideastern　states　of　Eastern　states；
the　system，　born　out　of　the　difference　of　civilization，　developed　to　have　the
meaning　of　what　is　unilaterally　granted．
　　AWestern　scholar　suggested　that　raisons　d’etre　of　Capitulations　are〈a）
cultural　retardness　of　one　state，（b）incompleteness　of　political　organization，
（c）differences　of　social　institutions，　and　concluded：　‘‘Life　and　property
cannot　be　secured　under　the　territorial　jurisdiction　of　one’s　residing　country．
Fbr　the　protection　of　Christian　nations，　therefore，　there　is　no　way　other
than　the　apPlication　of　personal　jurisdiction　abroad，　subject　to　the　judicial
jurisdiction　of　the　authoritieS　of　their　home　countrピThis　ob．　serVation　is
quite　one－sided・（12）　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・　　　　「　・　　　　　・
　Between　Western　powers　and　Eastern　states，　however，　the　idea．（c）above
had　a．point．　For　instance，　hereinafter　iS　a　conversation　between　Gri伍n，　a
captain　who　came　to　take　back　a　sailor　of　a　wreck，　and　the　Commissioner
of　Fbreign　Affairs　at　Nagasaki　at　the　time　of　1849：
　　　The　captain　said：“We　would　like　to　get　a　copy　of　Japanese　law　for
　　　　　　　future　wreck，　a．nd　in　return　we　are　ready　to　give　you　a　copy　of
　　　　　　　American　law．”
　　　The　Commissioner　responded：“What　our　governor　orders　us　is　our
　　　　　　　law．　It　is　usually　singly　issued，　so　we　cannot　show　you　unless　we
　　　　　　　ask　authorities　in　Edo　for　the　permission．　It　is　almost　impossible
　　　　　　　because　Edo　is　so　far　away　from　here．”（13）
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　　In　this　conversation　one　can　recognize　a　fundamental　difference　between
Western　and　Japanese　attitude　toward　law．
　　Western　powers　must　have　been　fearful　of　the　application　of　such　law
as　Japanese　law．　Japanese　government，　in　return，　obStinately　resisted　to　a
policy　of　mixed　residence　with　foreigners　on　the　ground　of　the　policies　of
national　exclusion　and　of　isolation　of　foreigners．　As　a　compromise　Japan
established　foreign　settlements，　districts　of　exclusive　residence　for　foreign－
ers．↑his　system　common　to　Eastern　states　was　an　expedient　to　prevent
mixed　residence　of　foreigners　and　Japanese　nationals，　and　at　the　beginning
it　meant　to　grant　only　a　privilege　in　the　sense　that　such　exclusive　residential
districts　were　granted　immunity　from　there　territorial　jurisdiction．　In　the
course，　however，　as　full　autonomy　was　given　to　such　districts，　the　system
inevitably　develot）ed　to　preclude　local　police　and　other　jurisdiction，　and　an
expanded　interpretation　of　rules　of　foreign　settlements　brought　the　meaning
of　immunities　from　all　administrative　powers．　Thus，　so－called‘state　within・
astate’，　imperium　in　imperio，　emerged．　Consulates　of　Western　states　have
been　regarded　as　more　inviolable　than　embassies　which　enjoyed　immunities
and　privileges　in　receiving　states．　Besides　an　accumulation　of　the　practices，
granting　Consul　power　to　issue　an　order　of　prohibition　of　residence　for　its
own　nationals，　on　one　hand，　acquiescing　Western　powers　to　issue　consular
ordinances　including　criminal　rules　on　the　other，　in　which　sense　Consul　had
akind　of　legislative　power　as　well．　Capitulations　expanded　so　much　that　it
is　no　wonder　Meiji　government　of　Japan　could　not　challenge　these　measures
of　Western　powers　until　the　times　of　revision　of　treaties．
　　Strictly　speaking，　capitulations　and　extraterritoriality　are　two　different
concepts．　As　we　have　been　above，　it　is　not　always　wrong　to　grasp　the　former
under　the　concept　of　the　latter，　taking　into　consideration　the　customary
establishment　of　transfer　of　many　police　power　functions　and　legislative
functions　contingent　to　Capitulations．
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　In　fact，　the　items　which　Japan　was　obliged　to　discuss　with　foreign　consuls
or　ministers　under　treaties　of　those　days　are　limited　to　the　following　two：（a）
drafting　of　enforcement　regulations　concerning　various　trade　regulations，
（b）drafting　of　regulations　concerning　Ports　and　port　facilities・　In　reality，
however，　police　regulations　to　be　applied　to　foreign　’settlements　Were　drafted
on　consultation　between　Japanese　Commissioners　of　Foreign　Affairs　and
consuls　of　foreign　powers，　and　amendment　to　those　regulations　required
approval　by　ministers　of　foreign　powers　besides　of　such　consultations．
　On　the　contrary，　some　treaties　between　Mideastern　states　and　Western
states　explicitly　prohibited　intervention　by　police　power　of　the　receiving
state　into　the　affairs　of　foreign　residents．　Fbr　example，　they　are：
　　a．Grant　by　Persia　to　Dutch　nationals　of　1623　providing：‘‘Residences　of
Dutch　people　residing　in　Persia　are　unexceptionally　immune　from　Persian
power，　and　no　person　can　enter　without　permission　of　representatives　of
the　state．　Dutch　people　are　entitled　to　forcefully　preclude　any　one　trying
to　enter．”
　　b．Of　the　Franco－Persia　Treaty　of　Friendship　and　Commerce，　Article　ll
provided：・“Privileges　and　immunities　provided　under　the　Treaty　of　17080r
the　provision　above　of　this　treaty　shall　be　enjoyed　despite　of　the　case　such
privileges　and　immunities　are　granted　to　other　powers．”
　　c．The　Franco－Turkish　Treaty　of　1740　provided：“Turkish　police　shall　not
enter　for　search　without　the　presence　of　French　Consul　or　Agent　of　consul，
or　French　Minister．”
　　d．The　Russo－Turkish　Treaty　of　1783　provides：“Turkish　o伍cials　shall
not　enter　the　residence　of　a　Russian　national．　If　circumstances　require，　they
shall　notify　in　advance　to　Russian　Consul　or　o伍cials．”
　　e．Of　the　Turco－American　Treaty　of　1830，　Article　4　provided：Turkish
authorities　shall　not　arrest　and　keep　in　custody　any　American　nationals
even　if　the　one　committed　a　crime．”
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　f．The　Turco－Belgian　Treaty　of　1839　had　provisions　concerning　inviola－
bilitY．
　g．The．Germano－Korean　Treaty　and　the　Anglo－Korean　Treaty　of　1883
provided：‘iAll　regulations　concerning　police　power　shall　be　upon　consulta－
tion，between　o伍cials　of　both　．parties．”
　Even　in　Japan，　which　did　not　have　any　treaty　provision，　regulations　par－
ticular　to　such　districts　were　established，　and　abuses　of　the　regulations　such
as　its　extraterritorial　application　brought　rnany　troubles．　We　will　see　below
how　Capitulations・in　Japan　were　provided　ih　treaties　with　foreign　powers．
2 Capitulations　in　Japan
　The　first　treaty　with．provisions　of．Capitulation　which　Japan　concluded
with　Western　powers　is　the　Japano－Dutch　Treaty　of　Peace　and　Amity　of
1855，Article　20f　which　provided：“In　case　a　Dutch　national　violates
Japanese　law，　a　senior　o伍cial　of　the　Netherlands　residing　in　Dejima　shall
be　informed，　and　shall　punish　the　Japanese　national　under　Dutch　law”，　and
Article　3　provided：“In　case　a　Dutch　national　is　il1－treated　by　a　Japanese
national，　when　apPealed　by　Dutch　o伍cials　residing　in　Japan，　Japanese　of－
ficials　shall　punish　the　national　upon　deliberation　according　to　Japanese
law．”
　These　provisions　only　concerned　lurisdiction　over　criminals　of　each　party
to　the　treaty．　The　US．－Japanese　Treaty　of　1857　provided：“A　Japanese
nationa、1　committing　an　offence　against　an　American　national　shall　be　pun－
ished　under　Japanese　law，　while　an　American　national　committing　an　of－
fence　against　a　Japanese　national　shall　be　tried　in　American　Consular　Court，
and　when　guilty，§hall　be　punished　according　to　American　law．”Of　the
Treaty　of　l858，　Article　6　provided　that　the　nationals　of　each　party　who
committed　crimes　should　be　tried　by　American　Consul　and　Japanese　au一
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thorities　respectively．　This　provision　covered　consular　lurisdiction　over
both　civil　and　criminal　cases．　A　similar　provision　was　included　in　the
Japano－Dutch　Treaty　of　1858．　With　subsequent　treaties　concluded，　varying
in　details　to　one　from　another，　Capitulations　provisions　were　finally　com－
plemented　by　Article　5，6，70f　the　Austria－Japanese　Treaty　of　1870．　Thanks
to　most－favored－nation　clauses　included　in　those　treaties，　the　provisions　be－
came　invokable　for　Western　powers　having　concluded　treaties　with　Japan．
Hawaii　and　Peru，　for　instance，、did　lnot　agreed　on　capitulations　with　Japan，
but　they　could　invoke　the　provisions．
　　（1）Consular　jurisdiction
　　The　first　treaty，　the　Treaty　of　1855，　provided　consular　jurisdiction　only
over　crirninal　cases．　Under　the　Anglo－Japanese　Treaty　of　1858，　and　the
Franco－Japanese　Treaty　of　1858，　Articles　4　and　5　respectively　provided
consular　jurisdiction　over　cases　involVing　their　own　nationals，　saying：“A
dispute　between　French　nationals　in　Japan　shall　be　settled　by　minister　or
consul．”Such　a　provision　was　absent　in　the　Anglo－Japanese　Treaty　con－
cluded　in　the　same　year．　Articles　50f　the　Anglo－Japanese　Treaty　admitted
British　Consul’s　jurisdiction　over　crimes　committed　by　British　nationals
again§t　nationals　of　other　counties，　stipulating：“British　subjects　who　may
commit　any　crime　against　Japanese，　or　the　subjects　or　citizens　of　any　other
country．．．　shall　be　tried　and　punished　by　the　consuL”
　　1．An　inception　of　consular　lurisdiction　over　criminal　cases　is　seen　in
Article　80f　the　Russo－Japanese　Treaty　of　1858．　It　stipulated：“Russian
nationals　in　Japan　and　Japanese　nationals　in　Russia　shall　be　immune　from
custody　by　the　authorities，　but　a　national　violating　law　shall　be　arrested
and　tried　under　law　of　hi’s　home　country．”This　does　not　seemingly　provide
trial　by　Consul，　but　in　substance，　it　meant　to　approve　consular　jurisdiction
on　the　mutual　basis．　At　this　stage，　parties　enjoyed　equality　in　terms　of
judicial　jurisdiction・
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　　2．Under　Article　20f　the　Japano－Dutch　Treaty　of　1855，　consular　juris－
diction，　which　was　absent　in　the　Russo－Japanese　Treaty，　was　provided：“A
Dutch　national　violating　Japanese　law　shall　be　informed　of　to　residing　high
oflicials　of　the　country．”These　provisions　however　concerned　only　criminal
jurisdiction．　Law　of　a　defendant’s　home　country　was　to　be　applied；the
defendant　principle　was　accepted．・
　　3．It　was　the　U．S．－Japanese　Treaty　of　1858　that　provided　consular　juris－
diction　over　criminal　and　civil　cases（Article　6）．　The　article　provided：“An
American　national　committing　an　offence　against　a　Japanese　national　shall
be　tried　and　punished　on　deliberation　in　American　Consular　Court　according
to　American　law，　while　a　Japanese　national　committing　an　offence　against
an　American　national　shall　be　punished　upon　deliberation　by　Japanese　of－
ficials　under　Japanese　law．”In　the　latter　half　of　this　article，　as　for　debts
concerning　Japanese　and　American　merchants，　the　parties　agreed　that　the
Japanese　Office　of　Commissioners　of　Foreign　Affairs　and　the　American　Con－
sul　shall　cooperatively　try　to　liquidate．　The　Anglo－Japanese　Treaty　of　1858
provided　the　matter　more　in　detail（Article　50n　criminal　case，　Article　70n
civil　cases）．
　Under　the　Anglo－Japanese　TreatY　concluded　in　the　same　year，　the　debts
owed　by　British　nationals　to　Japanese　nationals　were　to　be　under　the　ju－
risdiction　of　British　Consul，　while　the　debts　owed　by　Japanese　nationals
to　British　nationals　were　to　be　under　the　jurisdiction　of　Japanese　Commis－
sioners　of　Foreign　Affairs，　as　provided　in　the　aforementioned　US－Japanese
Treaty．　That　is　to　say，　the　defendant　principle　was　accepted　between　Japan
and　the　U．S．　and　between　Japan　and　Britain．　What　is　added　to　Article
60f　the　Anglo－Japanese　Treaty　is　a　provision　that　Japanese　nationals　be
allowed　to　appeal　a　case　to　British　Consul．　It　stipulated：In　case　British
Consul　cannot　deal　with　a　case，“shall　be　request　the　assistance　of　the
Japanese　authorities　that　they　may　together　examine　to　the　merits　of　the
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case，　and　decided　it　equitably”：what　was　provided　in　the　treaty　is　dual
jurisdiction．
　　This　provision　became　model　for　subsequent　treaties，　concluded　with
western　powers．　In　spite　of　a　wide　variation　of　terms　seen　in　the　treaties，
Japan　concluded　with　other　Western　powers　following　the　Anglo－Japanese
Treaty，　the　basic　idea　of　the　provision　remained　consistent．　In　reality，　how－
ever，　in　no　particular　case　this　provision　of　dual　jurisdiction　was　invoked
by　either　Japan　or　Britain，　and　all　the　cases　were　dealt　with　under　the
principle　of　defendant（consular　jurisdiction）・
　　4．Some　treaties　provided　forfeitures・for　the　violation　of　the　treaty．　For
instance，　the　US－Japanese　Treaty　of　1858　provided　follows：“All　claims　for
forfeitures　or　penalties　for　violations　of　this　treaty，　of　the　articles　regulating
trade，　which　are　appended　hereunto，　shall　be　sued　for　in　consular　Courts”
（Article　6）．　In　such　a　case　also，　the　jurisdiction　of　American　Consul　was
accepted．　A　similar　provision　was　included　in　the　Anglo－Japanese　Treaty
of　1858（Article　7），　the　Prussian－Japanese　Treaty　of　1861（Article　7），　and
the　Swedish－Japanese　Treaty　of　1864（Article　7）and　many　other　treaties
concluded　in　the　following　years．．
　　5．The　Germano－Japanese　Treaty　and　the　Austro－Japanese　Treaty　of　1855
were　a丘nal　completion　of　such　consular　jurisdiction　provisions．　It　should
be　noted　that　these　treaties　explicitly　provided　that　Japanese　authorities
should　not　involve　civil　cases　between　foreign　nationals．　Owing　to　the
effect　of　most－favored－nation　clauses　of　treaties　with　Western　powers，　these
provisions　of　consular　lurisdiction　became　applicable　to　all　state　concluding
treaties　with　Japan．　As　a　result，　in　all　criminal　cases，　criminal　law　of　a
criminal’s　home　country，　and　in　civil　cases　civil　law　of　a　defendant’s　home
country　was　to　be　applied．　Remaining，　if　limited，　jurisdiction　of　Japan
became　extinguished　by　the　effect　of　its　treaties　with　Germany　and　Austria・
　　（2）Law　applicable　in　consular　courts
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　a．The丘rst　treaty　provision　concerning　criminal　cases　is　in　the　Japano－
Dutch　Treaty　of　1855，　Article　20f　which　provided　that　in　case　a　Dutch
national　violates　Japanese　law，　the　Netherland　government　ought　to　punish
the　national　according　to　Dutch　law．　A　crimes　was　to・be　decided　according
to　Japanese　law，　while　a　penalty　for　the　crime　was　to　be　applied　under
Dutch　law．　Subsequent　treaties・had　not　included　so．explicit　a　provision．
In　practical　cases，　the　decision　of　a　penalty　have　been　made皿der　the　law
of　a．defendant’s　home　country．　Considering　the　nature　of　criminal　law，　it
is　di伍cult　to　secure　peace　in　the　region，　when　either　party　could　apply　its
law　to　residential　districts　for　foreigners　in　determining　crimes．　In　theory，
therefore，　a　state　could　arrest　criminals　under　its　law，・but　it　is　not　clear
whether　this　jurisdiction　was　exercised　in　practice　or　whether　such　a　case
was　limited　to　an　flagellant　delict．　The　Ibero－Japanese　Treaty　of　1868
provided：“In　case　a　Spanish　national　commits　a　crime　against　Japanese，
Spanish　Consul　or　authoritative　of五cials，　upon　consideration，　shall　apply
Spanish　law　to　punish　the　criminal．　In　case　a　Japanese　national　commits
acrime　against　a　Spanish　nationa1，　as　was　provided　that　the　one‘‘shall　be
arrested　by　Japanese　authorities”，　Japanese　criminal　law　was　to　be　apPlied
for　the　arrest．　However，　as　for　Spanish　nationals，　this　was　not　clear；what
one　can　rely　on　to　infer　is　the　phrase“before　the　Spanish　consul‘‘．　This　led
to　the　Japanese　perception　that　foreigners　totally　ignored　Japanese　law・
　　There　are　two　different　interpretations　that　have　been　submitted　in　this
regard．　One　is　that　a　foreigner　residing　in　Japan　was・punishable　under
the　law　of　his　home　country　if　he　should　violate　Japanese　law，　as　in　the
Treaty　with　the　Netherlands，　while　the　other　is　that　if　only　foreigners　should
violate　the　law　of　his　home　Country，　he　was　punishable　under　the　law　out
of　consideration　of　the　applicability　of　Japanese　law．　A　scholar　supporting
the　latter　view　concluded　that　to　argue　foreigners　should　be　subject　to
Japanese　law　and　if　their　violation　of　it　constituted“a　crime　does　not　make
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any　sense．”The　argument　is　open　to　question．　What　was　foreigners’view
on　this　point～
　Let　us　see　the　Middleton　case　in　which　an　American　violated　Japanese
「egulations　in　1871．
　The　American　consul　general　DeLong　said　about　this　case：“Foreigners　in
Japan　are　immune　from　the　subjection　to　Japanese　law　as　long　as　treaties
so　provide．”
An　ordinance　issued　by　U．S．　Secretary　of　States　Fish　in　May　21，1871　in
relation　to　this　case　includes　the　following　passage：
British　Minister　Parkes’interpretation　is　wrong．　Parkes’idea　that　American
citizens　are　to　be　punished　in　Japan　only　if　they　violate　American　law　is　not　de・
cisive．　We　representative　of　America　should　let　our　citizens　know　what　we　find　in
Japanese　law　elements　common　to　American　law　and　make　it　effective　through
American　procedures　to　apply　for　adjudication．　Mixed　approval　of　the　two　gov・
ernments　would　prevent　absolute　immunity　of　American　citizens　from　Japanese
law，　while　illegitimate　claim　for　legal　power　by　diplomatic　representative　and
consul　judge・（14）
　He　apparently　supported　the　former　view．
　Some　used　the　Cholera　Quarantine　Regulations　case　of　1879　to　supPort　the
form6r　argument，　relying　to　the　fact　that　Britain　and　other　states　claimed
in　the　case　that　Japan　did　not　have　a　right　to　formulate　regulations　to
quarantine　foreign　vessels．
　In　1881，　Japanese　Minister　Mori　lodged　a　protest　against　the　claim　in　the
Foreign　O伍ce　of　Britain．　Lord　Pauncefort　of　Britain，　indicating　that　the
Quarantine　regulations　were　appropriately　proclaimed，　expressed　apology
for　Parkes　having　conducted　ultravires　in　the　case．　Although　the　protest
was　not　made　through　formal　diplomatic　channels，　it　seems　that　British
government　did　not　think　that　they　could　apply　only　British　law　totally
ignoring　Japanese　law．　Foreign　authorities　did　not　think　they　could　totally
ignore　Japanese　law．　Incidentally，　how　was　Japanese　law　apPlied　to　in一
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ンcidents　occurred　in　the　following　years？Offences　committed　by　Japanese
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nationals　against　foreign　nationals　are：（a）Russian　sailors　and　cadets　were
cruelly　slaughtered　in　Yokohama　in　1859；（b）aBritish　merchant　was　killed
and　two　others　were　injured　in　the　village　of　Namamugi　near　Yokohama
in　1862，　so－called」Vamαmugi．元2★eπ，　known　abroad　as　Richardson　Affair；（c）a
French　army　general　Camus　was　killed　in　Idogaya　in　1863；（d）aBritish　army
general　Boldwin　and　Bird　were　killed　in　Kamakura　in　1864；（e）two　British
sailors　aboard　British　vessel　Icarus　were　killed　in　1867；（f）an　American
sailor　was　shot　to　death　in　Nagasaki　in　1868；（g）aFrench　sailor　was　killed
and　seven　others　were　drowned　in　1868；（h）Parkes　was　attacked　by　a　war－
rior　in　his　way　to　the　Edo　castle　in　1868．　Japanese　law　which　should　have
been　applied　to　these　caseS　did　not　clearly　provide　punishment，　and　it　was
not　clear　whether　these　offences　constitute　crimes　or　not、　Many　of　the　cases
above　were　dealt　with　as　reparation，　and　in　the　cases（d），（e）and（g）above，
Japanese　criminal　law　was　applied　in　the　form　of　self－disembowelment　as
punishment．
　　Restrictions　on　foreign　settlements　were　eased　in　the　Meiji　Era　in　a　in－
creasing　voice　of　civilization　and　enlightenment．．　Prohibited　crossing　out
of　the　districts，　which　had　been　regarded　as　violation　of　treaties，　became
obscured　with　indecisiveness　of　authorities．　It　was　these　circumstances　in
which　the　applicability　of　Japanese　law　or　a　defendant’s　home　country　for
acrime　committed　outside　foreign　settlements　rose　as　an　important　issue．
The　consequence　might　have　reinforced　the　Japanese　perception　that　all
the　treaties　to　which　Japan　was　a　party　were　unequa1．
　　Amurder　case　in　which　a　Japanese　girl　was　murdered　by　a　British　na－
tional　in　1877，　and　the　British　vessel　Normanton　case　of　1887　have　been
quoted　as　an　abuse　of　consular　jurisdiction　in　the　legal　literature．　In　the
former　case　the　application　of　foreign　law　is　open　to　question，　but　in　the
latter　case，　it　was　doubtful　that　the　English　consular　court　was　so　faulty
as　to　enrage　Japanese　ordinary　citizens　and　to　deserve　being　quoted　by
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historians　as　an　abuse　of　consular　jurisdiction．（、5）Considering　national　sen－
timent　existing　in　Japan　those　days，　Britain　could　have　done　something　to
respond　to　it，　including　diplomatic　measures．　In　the　light　of　the　murderous
nature　of　the　incident　where　thirteen　sailors　were　drowned，　the　illegality　of
the　measure　taken　by　the　captain　of　the　vessel　and　the　sentence　passed　by
the　consular　court　ought　to　be　affected．　In　any　way，　since　law　of　a　defen－
dant’s　home　country　was　to　applied　to　such　a　case，　it　is　no　wonder　that　the
Japanese　public　perceived　them　as　an　abuse　of　right．　Since　British　Minister
and　ministers　of　other　states　had　powers　to　formulate　new　regulations　in
consideration　to　legal　situation　of　the　residing　country，　they　should　have
pursue　any　political　settlement　to　the　issue．　This　does　not　mean，　however，
Western　powers　did　not　consider　any　countermeasures．　In　fact，　they　made
．efforts　to　settle　disputes，　for　instance，　by　formulating　specific　rules　which
were　incorporated　into　the　Nagasaki　Land　Regulation　of　1860．　British
Minister　Alcock　proposed　Regulations　of　Arrest　of　Foreigners　in　Novem－
ber　11，1860．　The　primary　object　of　the　regulation　was　the　protection　of
foreign　residents；（a）Japanese　ofHcials　in　charge　of　foreigners　shall　be　silent
outside；（b）if　a　foreigner　commits　a　crime　so　serious　as　deserving　impris－
onment　Japanese　authorities　shall　not　take　severer　measures　than　required
to　impeach　the　crimina1，　and　shall　not　render　the　criminal　unnecessary　hu－
miliations；（c）aforeigner　violating　law　shall　be　transferred　to　the　consul
of　which　the　one　is　a　national．　In　response，　the　Japanese　side　submitted　a
counterproposal　specifying　cases　involving　foreigners，　which　was　the　same
one　as　submitted　to　Britain，　America　and　France　in　1861．　The　points　of　the
Japanese　proposals　are：
Fbreigners　who　commit　the　following　offences　shall　be　arrested　when　seen　by
Japanese　officials，　and　shall　be　transferred　to　the　consult　of　which　the　one　is　a
national：he　who　offends　against　Japanese　o伍cials；he　who　poaches，　he　who　fires
agun　without　permission；he　who　kicks　down　others　on　horseback；he　who　trots
ahorse　in　the　crowd　where　many　foreigners　gather；Chinese　who　rides　horses；he
who，　intoxicated，　commits　an　outrage；he　who　undertakes　an　outrage．　Japanese
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o伍cials　in　charge　of　foreign　affairs　and・foreign　representatives　shall　meet　to
discuss　the　matter　in　such　a　case（16）．
　Fbreign　powers　were　opposed　to　the　prohibition　of　poaching，　it　was　on　the
way　to　settlement　through　Japanese　Commissioners　of　Foreign　Affairs　and
consuls　issuing　Iicence　t6　do　when　Richardson　Affair　occurred　in　Nama－
mugi　in　that　year　with　another　in　Idogaya　prevented　further　negotiations．
These　efforts　meant　to　reconfirm　consular　jurisdiction　stipulated　in　bilateral
treaties　and　to　draft　a　kind　of　enforcement　regulations．
　　However，　no　record　was　found　of　further　negotiations　held．　As　for　foreign
settlements，　there　were　some　evidences　of　considerable　attention　paid　to　the
prohibition　of　trade　and　residence　outside　the　districts，　but　petitions　from
foreigners，　who　wanted　to　reside　outside　the　districts，　continued．　As　Edo
designated　as　a　new　capital　of　Japan　named　Tokyo，　and　Meiji　government
　　　　　　　　Lundertook　reformation　thrdugh　importing　Western　cultures　and　commit－
ting　to　plans　for　enriching　the　nation，　with　growing　trade　and　a・growing
number　of　foreign　merchants，　foreigners　because　virtually　allowed　to　go
without　restriction．　Especially，　the　Draft　of　Land　Lease　Contracts　outside
foreign　settlements　was　promulgated　in　1875，　under　which　foreigners　en－
gaged　in　education　and　engineering　were　allowed　to　reside　outside　foreign
settlements．　A　growing　number　of　foreign　merchahts　taking　advantage　of
this　opportunity　undermined　the　original　purpose　of　restricting　residence
for　foreigners　especially　in　Tokyo　and　its　periphery．　With　an　increasing
number　of　disputes　between　Japanese　nationals　and　foreigners，　the　number
of　suits　increased，　which　necessarily　led　to　the　enlargement　of　consular
court　function．　As　for　crimes　committed　by　foreigners，　since　an　arrest　war，
rant　issued　by　the　foreign　consul　was　required　to　arrest　a　foreigner　except
for　a　case　of　flagrant　delict，　foreign　criminals　could　virtually　not　be　tried
and　punished　unless　they　should　violate　the　law　of　their　home　country．
　　a．In　cases　of　crimes　committed　by　foreigners　outside　foreign　settlements，
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the　apPlication　of　law　of　a　defendant’s　home　country　was　taken　for　granted
since　Meiji　government　took　such　policies　toward　the　situation　mentioned
above；therefore，　it　can　be　said，　in　a　sense，　Meiji　government　itself　trans－
formed　consular　jurisdiction　into　something　extraterritorial．　Prior　to　the
policy　change，　the　violation　of　restriction　of　residence　and　commerce　could
have　been　a　base　of　claim　as　a　breach　of　treaty．　With　a　scant　knowledge　of
treaties　and　international　law　Japanese　government　could　not　successfully
submit　such．　a　claim　against　a　foreign　power．　It　does　not　seen　that　the
contemporary　circumstances　allowed　Japan　to　do　so．
　b．As　for　civil　cases，　because　related　provisions　were　not　clear，　which
law　to　apPly　to　a　particular　case　was　more　vague　than　criminal　cases．
Article　50f　the　Japano－Dutch　Treaty　of　1858　provided　the　write－off　of　debt．
The　Netherlands’s　consular　tribunal　and　Japan’s　OMce　of　Commissioners
of　Foreign　Affairs　were　to　publicly　deal　with　such　cases　as　liability　between
nationals　of　each　party　to　the　treaty．　Article　70f　the　Anglo－Japanese　Treaty
of　1858，“British　authorities　will　in　like　manner　do　their　utmost　to　bring
him　to　justice，　and　to．　enforce　recovery　of　the　debts”．　Article　50f　the
Austro－Japanese　Treaty　of　1870　provided　civil　cases“shall．be　subject　to　the
jurisdiction　of　the　Imperial　and　Royal　Authorities”．　Instead　of‘efforts－to－
attain’provisions　in　the　Dutch　treaty，　consular　jurisdiction　was・explicitly
provided　in　the　Austro－Japanese　Treaty．
　In　the　treatment　of　civil　cases　in　genera1，　which　l．aw　should　be　applied
was　not　clear．　The　only　inferable　phrases　included　in　treaties　are：“do　his
utmost　to　arrange　it　amicably　settle　it　in　a　friendly　manner”，　and“decided
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　xit　equitably”（Article　7，　the　Anglo－Japanese　Treaty　of　1858）；no　provision
is　found　in　the　treaty　with　American　of　1858；in　Articles　50f　the　Austro．
Japanese　Treaty　of　1870　and　Article　50f　the　Germano－Japanese　Treaty　of
l870　included　the　expression“shall　determine”．　In　practice，　however，　to
pass　sentences　consular　tribunal　of　each　state　apPlied　the　law　of　a　defen一
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dant’s　home　country　as　it　did　in　criminal　cases．　In　commercial　litigations，
overwhelming　suits　were丘led　by　foreigners，　and　most　of　them　involved
unpaid　debts　of　Japanese　citizens．　Such　troubles　were　often　caused　by　dif－
ferences　between　transactions　based　on　modern　and　rational　custom　of　the
West　and　that　of　Japanese．　In　some　cases　in　which　Japanese　courts　should
apply　to　its　law，　it　required　mediation　by　Consul　of　which　a　plaintiff　was　a
national．　One　should　understand，　therefore，　that　the　apPlication　of　foreign
law　in　commercial　litigation　was　voluntarily　accepted　in　Japan．
　　（1）No　clear　provision　is　found　in　treaties　concerning　the　constitution　of
consular　court　other　than　a　common　provision　that　it　ought　to“consist　of
consuls　or　police　having　consular　jurisdiction．”Only　Britain　among　Western
powers　established　consular　courts　to　implement　its　treaty　obligations　under
its　treaties　with　Japan．　Britain　established　Japanese　Court　in　Kanagawa
as　district　court，　which　constituted　of　a　judge，　an　assistant　and　a　secretary．
Judge　of　the　court　must　have　been　assumed　by　one　who　had　served　as　a
member　of　England’s　Bar　for　seven　years．　British　consuls　in　Kanagawa
were　to　sit　as　an　assistant　ludge　for　the　court．　Supreme　Courts　in　Hong
Kong　had　been　functioned　as　an　upper　court　before　the　Supreme　Court　for
China　and　Japan　was　established　in　Shanghai　in　1865，　when　the　court　started
to　exercise　jurisdiction　over　cases　concerning　Japan．　A　final　tribunal　was
the　Judicial　Committee　of　the　Privy　Council　of　Britain．
　　Even　after　the　establishment　of　Japanese　Court　in　Kanagawa，　the　criminal
who　committed　a　crime　in　Japan　could　be　transferred　to　the　Court　in　Hong
Kong　when　English　judge　in　Japanese　Court　apProved　a　trial　outside　Japan
and　decided　to　do　so．　Consuls　in　each　region　were　authorized　to　deal　with
cases　concerning　the　region　as　a　first　tribuna1；consul　in　Kanagawa　could
adjudicate　the　same　case　as　the　others　could　deal　with．
　　It　was　provided　in　detail　in　which　cases　consuls　in　each　region　could　in－
dependently　adjudicate…　civil　cases　involving　less　than　1500　dollars　and
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criminal　cases　involving　a　possible　fine　of　less　than　200　dollars．　Should　a
court　deal　with　a　case　exceeding　those　limits，　the　tribunal　required　three
or　four　assessors　chosen　from　those　residing　in　the　region．　The　Supreme
Courts　were　to　review　civil　cases　involving　more　than　2500　dollars　and　crim－
inal　cases　appealed　in　writing　by　defendants　upon　whom　guilty　sentences
were　pronounced　in　lower　courts　without　following　informal　procedure．（17）
　Acase　appealed　to　the　Privy　Council　in　London　is　the　Chishima－kan　case．
British　steamer　Lebenna　collided　with　Japanese　ship　Chishima　in　the　sea
of　Setonaikai，　of　which　Japanese　government　filed　a　lawsuit　to　the　consular
court　in　Yokohama，　claiming　50，000　dollars　of　reparations．　The　British
side，　the　owner　of　the　ship，　submitted　a　counterclaim．　The　consular　court
rejected　the　British　counterclaim，　however，　holding　that　Japanese　Emperor
had　immunity　from　the　jurisdiction　of　the　court．　The　court　at　the　same　time
rejected　the　Japanese　claim　by　attributing　the　sink　of　the　Japanese　ship　to
its　own　faults．　The　Japanese　side　lost　the　case．　The　unsatisfied　shipowner
then　appealed　the　case　to　Supreme　Court　in　Shanghai．　The　court，　in　its
sentence，　rejected　Japanese　claim，　regarding　Setonaikai　as　the　high　sea，　and
holding　that　since　Japanese　Emperor　could　be　plaintiff　in　court　he　could　be
defendant．　The　Japanese　side　appealed　in　return　to　the　Privy　Council．　With
the　Council　upholding　the　Japanese　claims，　the　case　was　settled　down・The
Japanese　side　spent　for　this　case　125，000　yen，　while　reparations　paid　by
the　British　side　was　only　90，000　yen．　It　was　a　disgraceful　triumph　which
inflamed　the　nations’resentment．
　　British　consular　courts　in　Japan　apPlied，　as　long　as　the　circumstances　per－
mit，　common　laws，　equity，　statutes　and　so　on．　They　exceptionally　applied
regulations　set　by　the　Order　in　Council　and　rules　set　by　British　ministers．（18）
　　（2）How　was　the　constitution　of　American　Consular　Court？America　did
not　establish　a　consular　court　in　Japan；however，　they　promulgated　reg－
ulations　of　consular　court　in　1860，　according　to　which　consuls…Consul
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General，　Consul　and　Vice　Consul…could　adjudicate　cases　involving　inci－
dents　which　occurred　in　the　region…civil　cases　involving　less　than　500
dollars　and　criminal　cases　for　which　less　than　500　dollars　of　fine　would　be
imposed．　Fbr　cases　involving　a　larger　amount　of　reparations　of丘ne，　the
tribunal　needed　associates．　As　an　upper　tribunal　of　consular　court，　Amer－
ican　ministers　were　to　exercise　their　jurisdiction　over　some　cases　such　as
murder，　rebellion　against　the　government，　disorderly　conducts　constitut－
ing　felony　under　American　law，　or　cases　appealed　by　consuls．　Appeals　by
consuls　or　ministers　could　be　dealt　with　in　the　circuit　court　in　California．
Ministers　could　lodge　any　appeal，　while　consuls　could　appeal　civil　cases
involving　claims　of　2500　dollars．　The　tribunal　by　consuls　could　apply　the
law　of　the　United　States．　Should　it　not　accord　to　the　purpose　of　a　treaty　or
should　a　provision　concerning　a　particular　right　be　absent，　common　laws，
equity　and　rules　of　Admiralty　could　be　applied．　To　make　up　for　the　absence
of　a　rule，　ministers　could　have　power　to　make　regulations　which　could　have
the　same　effects　as　laws．．　、
r． she　application　of　these　law’and　regulations　was　not　unconditional．　Since
Britain　and　America　adhered　to　the　principle　of　territorial　jurisdiction，
conflict　occurred　between　the　consular　court　system，　which　had　the　nature　of
personal　jurisdiction，　and　the　Anglo－American　legal　philosophy．　Therefore
it　should　be　noted　that　this　brought　controversies　over　unconstitutionality
and　amendment　of　those　regulations．
　The　consular　court　system　was　essentially　based　on　the　continental　legal
philosophy．　The　nationality　of　a　defendant　or　offender　was　a　criteria　in　de－
ciding　which　courts　should　deal　with　a　case，　not　the　nationality　of　a　p五aintiff
or　victim．　The　law　which　the　court　would　apply　was　civil　and　penal　codes
of　one’s　home　country．　Therefore，　this　system　was　essentially　not　compat－
ible　with　Anglo－American　theory　of　modern　state．　To　give　a　consistent
explanation　for　this　anomaly　phenomena，　they　adopted　in　Britain　the　view
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that　the　right　which　consul　would　exercise　was　not　given　by　the　government
of　his　country　but　was　a　substitutional　enforcement　of　sovereignty　of　the
residing　country．
　Fbr　example，　British　ocnsular　courts　abroad　used　in　its　prosecution　the
same　phrase＿against　the　peace　of　Lord　of　the　King，　his　peace　and　dignity
”…as　included　in　the　prosecution　documents　at　home．　Nevertheless　such
provisions　of　personal　jurisdiction　contradicted　with　the　theory　of　territorial
jurisdiction　in　Britain．　To　give　a　consistent　explanation，　the　conventional
system　was　abolished　and　it　Was　amended　as　against　the　article　of　the　Order
in　Council　applicable　to　the　case．　This　change　of　policies　was　recon丘rmed
in　the　Privy　Council　in　London　when　it　dealt　with　Chishima　case　an　upper
tribunal．
　　Americans　likewise　had　adopted　the　principle　of　territorial　jurisdiction．
To　consistently　explain　the　legal　nature　of　consular　courts　and　territorial
jurisdiction，　the　existence　of　American　Court　in　Japan　was　explained　that
it　was　a　special　organ　to　adjudicate　instead　of　Japanese　government・
　　It　was　charged　in　the　Uhited　States　that　American　consular　courts　abroad
did　not　adopt　jury　system　required　by　the　5th　Amendment　of　the　U．S．　Consti－
tution，　and　the　argument　gained　considerable　support　that　legislative　powerS
given　to　American　ministers　in　the　Eastern　states　was　unconstitutional．
　　As　Amercian　consular　courts　abroad　passed　six　death　sentences　for　the
twenty　years　between　1869　and．1880，　these　became　vociferous．　In　some
comes　cases，　Presidents　were　forced　tρorder　commutation　in　the　face　of
growing　protest　from　the．public．（1g）
　　In　relation　to　the　controversial　Rots　case　involving　a　decision　of　consti－
tutionality，　the　U．S．　Supreme　Court　Judge　Field　said：
‘‘she　Constitution　does　not　have　any　binding　authority　in　other　countries．　There－
fore　when　American　o伍cials　were　allowed　to　exercise　legal　rights　abroad，　con－
ditions．under　which　to　exercise　them　must　be　agreed　between　the　parties・Legis－
lation　of　one　party　qannot　be　binding　the　other　party．”
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　　This　statement　apparently　meant　to　deny　personal　jurisdiction　of　con－
sular　court．　This　proves　wrong　to　interpret，　as　some　historians　do，　that
consular　courts　were　imposed　on　Japan　against　its　will　by　foreign　pow－
ers．　In　order　words，　jurisdiction　which　American　consular　courts　were　to
exercise　in　Japan　is　essentially　the　enforcement　by　agent　of　Japan’s　judi－
cial　jurisdiction．（2。）This　Iine　of　reasoning　makes　one　to　conclude　that　once
legal　and　judicia1・system　should　be　completes　in　Japan，　raison　d’etre　of
capitulations　necessarily　might　be　lost．
　　（3）Let　us　next　see　how　French　consular　courts　consisted．　Consular　courts
as　a　first　tribunal　consisted　of　Consul　and　two　French　assessors・chosen
from　French　resdents　in　the　region．　Consul　could　singly　deal　with　criminal
cases’盾秩@violations　of　police　regulations；in　case　of　the　absence　of　assessors
the　consul　was　obliged　to　make　reference　to　this　absence　in　the　sentence；
otherwise　the　sentence　would　be　null　and　void．　An　upper　tribunal，　originally
located　in　Pondisherry，　was　transferred　to　Saigon　in　1869．　A　final　tribunal
was　Cour　de　cassation　in　Paris．　French　civil　and　penal　codes，　other　law　and
consular　court　regulations　were　applied　in　these　courts．（21）
　　（4）Consuls　adjudicated　all　litigation　in　consular　courts　of　other　states　in
Japan．　German　courts　among　them　applied　German　civil　Iaw　to　all　civil　dis－
putes，　and　only　in　commercial　disputes　the　courts　would　make　reference　to
customs　of　regions　in　Japan．　Generally　speaking，　except　for　those　concern－
ing　criminal　cases，　treaty　provisions　were　not　clear；especially　provisions
of　civil　and　commercial　matters　were　virtually　nonexistent．　This　naturally
prevented　effective　adjudication　by　c6nsular　courts．　From　the　viewpoint
of　continental　theory　of　law　it　was　politically　expedient　to　adhere　to　the
continuation　of　consular　courts；once　consular　courts　turned　out　to　have
extraterritorial　nature，　it　is　no　wonder，　foreign　powers　cIinged　to　the　sys－
tem．　From　the　academic　point　of　view　consular　courts　were　only　allowed　as
exigence．　A　typical　constitution　of　what　is　generally　called‘Capitulations
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in　the　East’is　shown　as　follows：in　Burma，　civil　disputes　between　Burmese
and　foreigners　were　to　be　dealt　with　in　ad　hoc　mixed　tribunals　under　the
control　of　Burma　and　the　foreign　state，　and　disputes　between　foreigners
should　be　dealt　with　by　Consul　alone；in　Egypt，　Mixed　Court　consisting　of
four　Europeans　and　three　Egyptians　was　to　try　cates；afirst　tribunal　should
deal　with　people　with　different　nationalities　and　so　it　always　had　judge　of
the　same　nationality　with　a　defendant；consuls　in　Egypt　should　deal　with
cases　involving　its　own　nationals，　which　is　real　consular　court　in　the　proper
meaning　of　the　word；in　Borneo　a　mixed　court　system　was　adopted　and
sentences　would　be　enforced　according　to　Bornean　law　and　under　Bornean
sovereignty；customs　could　be　taken　into　consideration．（22）Thus　consular
courts　would　vary　from　one　to　another．　　　　　　　　（to　be　continued）
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